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huge efforts. 

The Welcome to Country by Ms Violet Lawson, a senior Murrumburr traditional owner, followed lunch after which Paul Styles, 

Tourism & Visitor Services Manager with Kakadu National Park and a long-time Savannah Guides' supporter, enlightened us on the 

implementation of Kakadu's 'Shared Vision for Tourism', with the Bininj/Mungguy people and the Australian and NT governments . 

Experience and Russell Cubillo's explanation of the Aboriginal moiety system was deemed by many to be the 

best and clearest they'd yet heard. Praise indeed! 

SAVANNAH GUIDES 

Savannah Guides is a network of professional tour guides with a collective in-depth knowledge of the natural and cultural 

assets of Northern Australia. 

It is a not-for-profit company with enterprise and individual members. Savannah Guides works with many of Australia's lead-

ing tourism, environmental and community organisations to pursue its mission. 

Being an economically sound, community based, professional body maintaining high standards of:; I interpretation and  pub-

lic education  -  Training and guiding leadership  -    Natural and cultural resource management  and  through the promotion 

of ecologically sustainable tourism principles, enhances regional lifestyles and encourages protection and conservation of the 

natural and cultural resources of the Tropical Savannas of Northern Australia. 

CONNECTING WITH THE CULTURAL LANDSCAPE 

The Savannah Guides School at Kakadu Culture Camp, 11-15 April 2007 

It was typically hot and humid in Darwin as we set out for Kakadu Culture Camp in the     

Odyssey vehicle with Ben Humphries at the helm and Jayde Smith and Katie 

Chatto as offsiders. Travelling together were Gary Young from QR, Savannah 

Guides Directors Vicki Jones, Jodie Tanswell,  Dean Nulty and Jim  Fitzger-

ald, Ross and Dale Rogers from Undara, Mike Hintz and Matt Christiansen of 

Oz Tours Safaris, Dan Van Sherpenseel. QR's new Gulflander 'Master-of-

Everything', Jason Engelbrecht from Moreton Island near Brisbane and Peta 

McCauliffe from Perth. We arrived at the Kakadu Culture Camp late in the 

morning keen to get into the next four 

days of  learning and catch up with old 

friends and  to meet new ones.   

The northern parts of Australia can get 

a lot of rain in the summer months, and 

the site of the School had just three 

weeks previously been     under water 

over a metre deep! It is a credit to Andy 

Ralph, Jenny Hunter and the rest of the 

Kakadu Culture Camp crew and the  

                 Cont ….                        

was ready for the School.                                   
Kakadu Cultural Camp receiving their accreditation 
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 Kakadu National Park staff that the site was ready for the School. They must be applauded for their huge    

efforts. 

Welcome to Country by Ms Violet Lawson, a senior Murrumburr traditional owner, followed lunch after which 

Paul Styles, Tourism & Visitor Services Manager with Kakadu National Park and a long-time Savannah 

Guides' supporter, enlightened us on the implementation of Kakadu's 'Shared Vision for Tourism', with the 

Bininj/Mungguy people and the Australian and NT governments working together in five key areas of        

Protection, Respect, Involvement, Management and Promotion. Bessie Coleman put it succinctly when she 

said “I want visitors to feel something they'll never forget – and have in their hearts and mind forever.” 

The NT Minister for Parks and Wildlife, The Hon Marion Scrymgour, arrived a little late due to unexpected 

personal commitments and delivered a warm and encouraging address which served to highlight the NT     

government's commitment to tourism and the environment. David Patterson from Energy Resources Australia, 

owners of the Ranger Uranium Mine and providers of employment for locals and one of this School's major 

sponsors, presented us with facts concerning their operation in the special lease in Kakadu. ERA's contribu-

tions to the School are greatly appreciated and their assistance will go far in helping our organisation to      

continue growing and fostering best practice tourism while providing employment and tourism business      

opportunities for local communities. 

Graeme Sawyer from Frogwatch NT presented a most interesting talk on the state of the cane toad invasion 

into Kakadu, and told how he and other volunteers have been endeavouring to limit the impacts of the        

creatures causing so much devastation among Australia's wildlife. He and his crew had a great win by almost 

eradicating cane toads from one area simply by removing them by hand over a continuous and extended      

period. He will return to the same area this year to conduct counts and see how successful the sweep has been, 

but preliminary studies show that this could be a very positive means of controlling the cane toad numbers. 

A cruise on the Djarradjin Billabong alongside the Kakadu Culture Camp was a highlight of the evening, with 

Andy and Jenny teaching us much about the way the local indigenous people use the area for the collection of 

food and other materials. Those who left their mouths open on the cruise were rewarded with hors d'oeuvres of 

a variety of flying insects – the air was thick with them, and Jenny must be congratulated for continuing her 

delivery with barely a complaint! After a magnificent dinner, cooked in ground ovens, two members were  

promoted to Savannah Guide status – Ben Humpries from Odyssey Tours and Safaris and Jenn Child of Gecko 

Tours. The night's activities ended around 

10.30pm and all were pleased to be     

heading for bed to get ready for the next 

day. 

Early starts were to be the norm at this 

School, and by 7am we were at Anbang-

bang Billabong where we split into two 

groups, one going to the billabong and the 

other to Nawurlandja. Following this was a 

walk around Anbangbang and Burrungui 

art sites where local interpreters welcomed 

each group at the different sites with      

explanations of their meanings for the local     

people. This was a terrific learning and 

Russell Cubillo's explanation of the     

Aboriginal moiety system was deemed by 

many to be the best and clearest they'd yet 

heard. Praise indeed!  
Nangaluwur art site 
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Mike Saynor from ERISS talked to us about the geology of the region, and in the afternoon participants had the 

choice of one of two walks across the local landscape. After these demanding walks, everyone was keen for a 

shower and a refreshing cold drink or two and we returned to Djarradjin Billabong for the evening's meal and 

SGL activities. 

It was obvious to all concerned that the acceptance of Kakadu Culture Camp's application for Savannah 

Guides accreditation as a Site would be a foregone conclusion. The commitment to the organisation's mission, 

and the enthusiasm and knowledge shown by Andy and Jenny and their crew, were of the highest standard and 

it was with much pleasure that Kakadu Culture Camp was accredited as a Site, and Jenny Hunter and Andy 

Ralph were accredited as Site Interpreters. Well done and welcome to all. 

Saturday saw us up early again doing a walk with Jenny Hunter (who looked the goods in her new Savannah 

Guides' outfit!) and Violet Lawson (of Wurrgeng Culture Walks) walking with us alongside the Djarradjin 

Billabong to talk about the local plants and animals and their utilisation of them. After breakfast we travelled 

to Murdudjurl Outstation where Mandy Muir of Murdudjurl Cultural Tours showed us around her home    

country and explained her people's deep connection with it, then led a group of the participants in making 

woven artefacts while her uncle, Phillip Alderson, talked with another group about the relevance of the  

didgeridoo to aboriginal people. 

After lunch a visit to the Warradjan Cultural Centre further deepened our understanding of the local             

indigenous people's culture, and then at Gagudju Lodge Cooinda, Stuart Paul enlightened us on the             

devastating effects of Salvinia molesta and their methods to control it. Peter Christophersen and Sandra   

MacGregor then shared their extensive experience in floodplain fire management at Kakadu National Park. 

Jeff Gillies, General Manager of Gagudju Dreaming, one of our significant sponsors, talked to us about the  

recent floods and the frantic work done to have the place up and operating for the start of the tourist season 

(and for our School), and at sunset a tour of Yellow Water ended the daylight activities. 

Participants were very interested in the display of two new V8 diesel Toyotas and a range of accessories by a 

regular sponsor of our Schools in the NT, Bridge Toyota, who also gave a PowerPoint presentation of the 

products and (much to everyone's delight) put a cheque on the bar! 

Tonight Dan Van Sherpenseel was accredited as a Site Interpreter with Queensland Rail as the Gulflander's 

main man. While he may have big shoes to fill following on from Ken Millard, Dan is well on the way to  

making the Gulflander product every bit as good as Ken did, and in his own inimitable style. Dan's high     

standards, obvious enthusiasm and infectious good humour will ensure that the Gulflander remains high on the 

list of quality tourism products. 

Back at Kakadu Culture Camp the following morning 

(some participants getting there via a test-drive of the new 

Toyotas!), Buck Salau took us out onto the Djarradjin 

Billabong to teach us about crocodile management in 

Kakadu, then did the same back at the Camp with a talk 

on the threats from weeds. 

It was after the General Meeting, postponed from Day 1 

because of time constraints, and after another filling lunch 

that another highly successful School was officially 

closed. 

Yellow Water Cruise 
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Russell Cubillo giving interp at Anbangbang 

Gallery, Nourlangie 

Weaving with Mandy - Secret women’s business! 

Dell and Jenny Hunter talking bush tucker 

Smoko - Murdudjurl style! 

Talking crocs with Buck Salau 
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41st Savannah Guides School  

KAKADU CULTURE CAMP 
 

The recent school at Kakadu National Park drew around 60 attendees and for many it was their first visit to 

the Park – what a fantastic introduction! The theme of the school, ‘Connecting with the Cultural Landscape’, 

served to highlight that the local Traditional Owners are taking a major role in the future direction of the 

Park both through grass roots Parks management and also through tourism. Emerging Indigenous enterprises 

are ensuring that visitors to Kakadu are experiencing and gaining an understanding of the deep cultural and 

spiritual links of the people and country. 

We saw some wonderful art sites, learnt a lot about the local ecology (including the local impact by cane 

toads and weed species) and park management. The highlight of the school however was getting to sample 

some of the local indigenous tourism products – spending time with Violet Lawson, Mandy Muir and the 

KCC mob to name but a few of the locals who took the time to show us around their part of the world. 

And of course another highlight was getting to sample the local cuisine – buffalo served up in an array of 

forms and barra barra barra! 

The team at Kakadu Culture Camp (KCC) did an amazing job throughout the course of the school, espe-

cially considering it was by far the largest group ever to impose on them! It was a great delight to welcome 

them to the Savannah Guides family as the first SGL Site in Kakadu with Andy Ralph and Jenny Hunter be-

ing accredited as Site Interpreters. 

Many thanks to KCC and Kakadu Parks staff for all their hard work, our many sponsors and presenters and 

of course the school organising committee who made it all possible! 

Savannah Guides School – a ‘first timers’ impressions:  

I have visited Kakadu several times before but have never had such a wonderful experience as I did with the 

Savannah Guides! I learnt fantastic amounts of information from the speakers at the school and from the 

guides themselves, everyone was willing to share personal experiences, their knowledge and to have a 

laugh. I work for a Savannah Guides Operator and it was great to experience the passion and vision of the 

Savannah Guide organisation and now I can sing your praises knowing a bit more about what you stand for. 

I will definitely be keen to join another SGL school soon, I’ll have to get into training for the sleep depriva-

tion a few weeks in advance this time!! 

Jayde Smith, Odyssey Tours & Safaris 
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Interpretation 
 

Is a service to visitors to parks, forests, refuges, historic sites and any other variety of recreation 
areas or special localities; 

Is a way of helping people gain an appreciation and understanding of an unfamiliar and new       
environment 

Enables people to ‘learn the language of nature’ or the meaning of culture; 

Is more than simply providing factual information instead it aims to communicate using first hand 
experience, real objects, illustrations or demonstrations; 

Should increase visitor or public awareness of the relationship between man and his environment; 

Aims to encourage a positive attitude about, and a desire to contribute to environment               
conservation; 

Enhances and enriches peoples curiosity about their environment; and 

Awakens peoples curiosity about their environment and encourages them to observe, discover and learn 

about it independently 

SGL Merchandise Available 

The Board of SGL have agreed to foster the use of our SGL branding for use on a range of merchandising; 

Recommend supplier ‘Fraser Products’  - Propose to use official full green logo with web address added and 

‘Protectors and Interpreters of the Outback’. SGL have supplying  Fraser Products with an electronic version 

of the correct logo and have authorised stock lines for branding and sale by supplier to members and enter-

prises. The supplier will set RRP for us to retail products to our guests. There will be an 8% surcharge levied 

of  total sales of all SGL branded lines sold by the supplier to us that will go to SGL following each selling 

period. 

Savannah Guides are to promote sales on Savannah Guides Website with supplier on-line catalogue, listing 

authorized Savannah Guides sale items. Orders Submitted twice yearly to Fraser Products. Catalogue is    

available on-line at www.fraserproducts.com.au. Hard copies of the brochure are available from Ralph Fraser 

at, phone 0732791741 fax 0723792558        Orders can be submitted at the same contact numbers Payment 

arrangements need to be made directly with Ralph Fraser. 

Jeff Woodward interpreting on a sunrise walk at 

Nawurlandja 

Kakadu School 
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Dan Van Sherpenseel  

Site Interpreter, Gulflander Train, Normanton 
 

I grew up outside of  Mackay in a small sugar cane farming area, 

enjoying the great out doors riding motorbikes and fishing a lot. 

After finishing school I moved to Brisbane to gain an apprentice-

ship as a Heavy Equipment Diesel Fitter. I did a couple of years 

after my apprenticeship with Telstra installing satellite telephone 

systems on remote properties in western Queensland.  

I decided after around 7 years in Brisbane that I would move back 

to Mackay and get a job in the coal mines to make some money. 

After a couple of years as shift supervisor on the night shift, I real-

ised there was more to life than driving a truck up and down a hill 

all night. I then sought employment with QR as a Fitter/ Opera-

tor with the Track Laying Gang doing the North Coast rail upgrade between Rockhampton and Cairns for the 

tilt train.  

Five years later I noticed an Officer in Charge position had come available in Normanton, which was quite 

appealing as it only involved being away from home one night a week. It wasn't until I started here in Novem-

ber 2005 that I realised that the position involved tour guiding! 

After many late nights of history, fauna and flora study I was able to put together an interpretative commen-

tary for our passengers travelling between Normanton and Croydon on the Gulflander to enjoy. Both my wife 

and myself enjoy the lifestyle here in Normanton and plan on staying in the area for as long as we can. 

Jenn Child 

Growing up in Riverina New South Wales, camping has been a big part of Jenn's life. She has been a leader 

in the outdoors for 9 years taking both student groups and family groups into the 'bush'. After studying at 

college to obtain an Associate Diploma in Recreation and Leisure Studies, Jenn started work in the Southern 

Highlands of New South Wales as a canoeing, abseiling, bushwalking and high ropes challenge course 

leader. A 6 month working trip to the Northern Territory in 2000 created an interest in the Top End region. 6 

months has now been 7 years and the interest is now an obsession. 

Jenn holds Certificate III's in Outdoor Recreation and Tourism Guiding and has Guiding Qualifications with 

Australian Canoeing, the Australian Wilderness Institute as well as white water rescue, bushwalking and 

rock climbing leader accreditations. Formerly a Savannah Guide Roving Interpreter, Jenn was upgraded to 

Savannah Guide at the recent Kakadu school. 

Rick lending a hand 

Kakadu School 

Jesse and Fred Hunter, Johnny Reid, Jodie 

Tanswell and Dean Nulty at Nourlangie 
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Ben Humphries – Operations Manager, Odyssey Tours & Safaris 

Ben is originally from Melbourne where he completed his Secondary School education and Batchelor 
of Biological Science at La Trobe University.  Ben is particularly interested in Botany and Zoology. 

Tour guiding soon became a fantastic way to use the knowledge he gained studying as a tool for 
interpretation and education.  Now part of the industry, Ben uses his reputation, experience and 
extensive network to source tour guiding work all over Australia. 

Industry experience as a guide (9 years) spans across four States, including seven National Parks 
and three World Heritage Areas.  Ben has worked under a wide range of conditions, presenting sev-
eral different products.  Activities include short walks to half day, full day, overnight and extended 
tours.  Clients vary from the backpacker market to up-market private charters. 

Ben has developed a valuable understanding of all aspects of the industry by getting involved at all 
different levels, both in the field and in the administration/operations departments.  Recently Ben 
has taken on the Operations Manager position with Odyssey Tours and Safaris (Australian Wilder-
ness Tours) based in Darwin.  This will prove to be an effective channel through which Ben can use 
and pass on his wealth of experience. 

Ben brings a professional approach to guiding and the industry overall.  He prides himself on set-
ting high standards and continues to improve standards to ensure smooth operation and expecta-
tions are surpassed.   Through his involvement in Savannah Guides, Ben looks forward to working 
with like-minded people committed to developing future standards. 

 

Ben was upgraded from Roving Interpreter to full Savannah Guide status at the recent 

 Savannah Guides School at Kakadu – Congratulations Ben! 

Rod Whiteside and Ross Rogers – Savannah 

Guides 

Kakadu School 
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CAPE YORK SCHOOL AND ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

Monday 29th October to Friday 2nd November 2007 

The upcoming AGM School in Cape York is shaping up to be a cracker! It will be the organisation's first 5-day 

School, a neccessity due to the distances we will travel, and will run from Monday to Friday. The theme is 

“Opportunities and Threats in Cape York”, meaning the opportunities for Cape York tourism businesses and 

related issues, and threats to these businesses but more generally the threats to Australia's economy through the 

introduction of unwanted pests and diseases, which will be outlined by AQIS and Biosecurity Queensland. 

Vehicles will be provided for the transport of participants from and to Cairns, and between the different loca-

tions, but some potential participants have already indicated that they will be using their own vehicles and ex-

ploring more of Cape York after the School closes. 

At this stage, the School is planned to start late in the morning with registration at Jowalbinna Bush Camp in 

Quinkan Country, located some 30 kilometres south-west of the town of Laura (itself about 85 kilometres west 

of Cooktown) and run as a new acquisition by Wilderness Challenge, a Savannah Guides' Master Operator. 

Jowalbinna Bush Camp will be seeking accreditation as a Savannah Guides' Site at this School. (see 

www.jowalbinna.com.au and www.quinkancc.com.au for more information) 

Following the success of holding the GM and AGM at the beginning of the School in Townsville in November 

2006, this process will be repeated here. These meetings will follow the School Opening, Welcome to Country 

and the customary individual introductions, and will be followed later in the afternoon by a short walk to a site 

overlooking the surrounding area. The usual Savannah Guides' activities will follow after dinner that night. 

Next morning we will make a guided tour of some of the rock art sites nearby. The Quinkan region has been 

recognised by UNESCO as one of the top ten rock art sites in the world and this is your chance to see some of 

it accompanied by highly experienced and knowledgable guides. 

After lunch we travel out to the Peninsula Development Road and north to Musgrave Station where we turn 

east along the Marina Plains Road to Lotus Bird Lodge. This wonderful lodge is situated beside a large lagoon 

where the prolific bird life can be observed with ease. Scott Templeton, a Savannah Guide and dedicated bird 

lover will make his well-regarded bird presentation this evening, enlightening all with his in-depth knowledge 

of the birds of Cape York. Savannah Guides activities will again follow after dinner. (www.lotusbird.com.au) 

We set off again after breakfast for the central peninsula town of Coen, site of a late-19th century gold rush and 

now focal point for the communities of this region of Cape York, and a source of supplies for many of the 

travellers traversing Cape York. 

A Welcome to Country by the local indigenous people will again feature, and we will have the opportunity to 

visit the Wunthulpu Cultural Centre and the Cape York Heritage Centre, sited in the relocated and restored 

Mien Telegraph Repeater Station, originally built in the 1880s and one of several that carried Morse Code 

communications along the length of Cape York Peninsula. Plans are under way by the local school dance 

group to provide a special treat for us. (see www.coencapeyork.com for more information) 

North of Coen, alongside the airport, is the Queensland Department of Primary Industries & Fisheries' Coen 

Information and Inspection Centre with Biosecurity Queensland, celebrating its 10th anniversary this year, and 

here we will be met again by Scott Templeton, the Officer in Charge, who will tell us about the terrific work 

he and his crew are doing to help prevent any invasions of animal, plant and insect pests and the threats to gri-

culture they pose. 

Just an hour's drive further north we stop for the night at the Archer River Roadhouse. There is limited accom-

modation here so if you don't fancy swagging it, better book early! A swim in the beautiful fresh waters of the 

river is definitely recommended. Savannah Guides activities will again take place after the evening meal. 
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About an hour north of Archer River we'll turn off the Peninsula Development Road and onto the Bamaga 

Road and about an hour later will arrive at the Wenlock River and Moreton Telegraph Station, the site of the 

rest of the School. Here we will conduct workshops and field exercises involving relevant stakeholders, and 

focus on Cape York's unique natural features. (see www.moretonstation.com.au) 

It is also planned to have presenters onboard the main vehicles which will help to shorten the long journeys 

required during this School. 

This will be a School of unprecedented cooperation between tourism businesses operating in widely separated 

locations and looks like being a very exciting event. All of the locations we will be visiting are remote and fa-

cilities are not the same as you might expect at home. Please be aware of this. There will be ample camping 

available but accommodation is limited and will be allocated on a 'first in, first served' basis. 

More information will be published in future newsletters. 

Taxonomy - The naming of things 
 

There is a bewildering variety of plants and animals on earth – some 300 000 different plant species, over a 

million animals and another 75 000 species of fungi.  And these are the ones we know about. 

To make sense of this diversity, people have been trying to classify all living things into various groups ac-

cording to shared features.  This takes a large group of, say plants, and breaks them into smaller groups 

based on these similar feature/s. The task of sorting out, describing and naming all the various kinds of liv-

ing things is called taxonomy. 

The ancient Greeks are recognised as the first group to try and classify living things.  By the 17th century, 

the Europeans started to classify living things.  They used the original Greek & Latin terminology.  The 

problem was that the plants in Europe were different from plants in Italy & Greece.  Although many of the 

plants resembled each other, there were subtle differences, which they had to recognise.  They did this by 

using the original name and then sticking an adjective to the name of an already familiar plant.   

For example, at the end of the 17th century the botanical name for the carnation was dianthus floribus solita-

ris squamis calycinis subovatis brevissimis corallis crenatis.  This means “pink with solitary flowers, the 

scales of the calyx somewhat egg shaped and very short, the petals scalloped”. 

The problem of long detailed scientific names was solved in the mid 18th century by a Swedish naturalist 

named Linnaeus, who is credited with the title of the “Father of Modern Taxonomy”.   Linnaeus used just 

two words to describe a species and based his system on a shortened version of the previous taxonomic sys-

tem.  This new naming system is now known as binomial nomenclature, literally meaning a “two – named”. 

Genus and species Names 

If we look at the species name for the Screw Palm, Pandanus spiralis, the two words together make up the 

species name.  The first word, is the Generic, or Genus, and is always spelt with a capital.  Genus is a Latin 

word meaning “a kind”.  The generic name indicates the kind of organism it is – a Palm.  The second word 

of the species name is the specific name and is particular to that plant within that genus.  The name is writ-

ten in lower case and is usually a descriptive name but can be someone’s name eg spiralis, tessellaris and 

cunninghamiana. 

Similar Genera are grouped into families. Family names generally end in –aceae (eg Pandanaceae, Pro-

teaceae) and are not italicised or underlined. Similar Families can be grouped into other ‘taxa’ at higher lev-

els. The plant kingdom has the following taxa in accending similarity - Kingdom, Division, Class, Order, 

Family, Genus, species.         Cont…. 
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Common Names vs Botanical Names 

Taxonomy reduces the confusion that occurs when only local or common names are used to identify plants. 

There can only be one species of plant with that two-word botanical name, yet there can be any number of 

species with the same common name. How many times have you journeyed to another region and heard of a 

plant that is called the same as one you know but looks nothing like it? An example is the  “bread fruit tree or 

palm”.  

In tour guiding this causes problems when we only know common names and make no attempt to know bo-

tanical names. While many tourists don’t know anything about these botanical names (and are generally not 

interested because it means nothing to them) there will always be a few that do know about them and want to 

hear your local plant names. Quite often these people expect you to know them. This doesn’t mean you have 

to use them all the time – test your group, try them out on a few meanings. 

If you are working in an eco or nature based setting then it is wise to know some botanical names or at least 

understand the taxonomic system. You can give a hint of botanical names and their derivatives to your guests 

as well – it’s only then that they will make sense for most people. The species name is the more descriptive of 

the names so this is the one to use. Here’s a few examples: 

• spiralis means spiral and refers to the spiral nature of the plant (an easy one to start with) 

• minniata or minniatus basically means cinnabar red/orange. What colour are the flowers of Eucalyptus 

miniata (the Woolly Butt)? 

• platypoda – with a broad foot. Next time you see a Rock fig (Ficus platypoda) have a look at the leaf 

stalks that are comparatively large. 

• equisetifolia – with leaves like horse tails (equine foliage) – Casuarina equisetifolia (Coastal ‘she-oak’) 

Some keys – flori is to do with the flowers, phyllo is leaves, folius is foliage/leaves, carpus is fruit (including 

seed pod and nut) 

These names are derivatives from either Latin or Greek terms and really do mean something – you can look 

these up in a botanical dictionary (eg “Gardener’s Latin” by Bill Neal. ISBN 0-7090-5160-9).  To assist you to 

identify what part of the plant the botanical name refers to, it also helps to know a little more about the parts 

of flowers and plants, then things start to fall into place. But that’s another newsletter. 

Newly accredited Site Interpreter Jenny 

Hunter, Kakadu Culture Camp 
Mandy Muir interpreting at 

Jim Jim Billabong 
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Australian Indigenous Tourism Conference 2007  

WAITOC is pleased to announce that the Australian Indigenous Tourism Conference (AITC) 2007 will be 

held from 20 - 23 October, 2007 in Broome, Western Australia. WAITOC is the peak representa-

tive organisation in Western Australia promoting authentic Aboriginal experiences on a State, National and 

International level.  The event is in its 4th year with successful conferences held in Alice Springs, Northern 

Territory last year and Fremantle and Perth respectively in 2004 and 2005.    

WAITOC is looking forward to showcase the Kimberley to the nation and the world with a large number of 

delegates expected to attend.  Stretching over 900,000 square kilometres, Australia's North West is one of 

the world's last true wilderness areas.  It's rich in Indigenous culture and history and boasts the highest    

density of rock art anywhere in the world.  The conference will focus on youth, caring for country and the 

business of tourism including the Indigenous Tourism Experience Exchange.  

"The region has a magic about it - here you can discover how people existed as one with the land.  I would 

like to invite you to attend AITC to discover and learn about the opportunities within the Indigenous tourism 

sector and allow yourself some time to experience the diverse range of authentic Indigenous experiences 

ranging from traditional dance and dreamtime stories to contemporary history, bush tours and art." said Mrs 

Maria Morgan, Chair of WAITOC.  

We encourage you to lock the dates 20 - 23 October, 2007 in your diary and look forward to meeting old 

and new friends and colleagues in Broome.   

For more information or a request to be included on the AITC mailing list for future updates, please contact 

the Executive Officer on (08) 9262 1746 or email waitoc@westernaustralia.com.  Visit www.waitoc.com for 

more information on WAITOC.  

See you in Broome!      Kind regards      Maria Morgan    Chairperson   WAITOC 

New taipan species found 
Australian researchers have found a new species of taipan snake slithering in the outback. 

Similar to the western brown snake, the as yet unnamed species was discovered during an expedition to a 

remote region about 200km north-west of Uluru in September last year. 

Dr Mark Hutchinson, a reptile and amphibian curator at the South Australian Museum, caught the immature 

female taipan while it was crossing a dirt track. 

He said the reptile was about 1m long but, because it was one of the most venomous snakes in the world, he 

did not inspect it on site. 

“It was a bit of a surprise,” Dr Hutchinson said. 

“In fact I found it really hard to believe at first. This isn’t the 19th century – you usually don’t find a new 

species that big out in the open. Well not in Australia.” 

The two known species of taipan are not found in sandy desert habitats, with the closest family members to 

the new discovery recorded some 800km away. 

The inland taipan was the last taipan reported in the region – and that was seen more than 125 years ago. 

(Source: Townsville Bulletin) 
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Historians oppose planned Cape York tourist track  

The Australian newspaper reports that plans to turn a long-forgotten trail through Cape York into a grueling 

10-day tourist walk to rival the Kokoda Track have raised the ire of Cape York historians who claim the devel-

opment could see the region's history plundered. 

Cook Shire Councillor and proprietor of remote Laura Roadhouse on Cape York, Alan Wilson, wants to locate 

and map the Douglas Track, a route used by goldminers travelling from Cooktown to the Palmer River Gold-

fields, and turn it into to a 10-day adventure tourism attraction. 

Approval for the venture also depends on the approval of up to five traditional owner groups. 

But the plan has been criticised by the Cooktown Historical Society, who claim that opening the area to tour-

ists could result in the plundering of valuable aboriginal and early settler artefacts. 

NT marine parks strategy  

The Northern Territory Government intends to create a bigger, better world class parks system with the devel-

opment of a strategy to establish a system of Marine Parks in the NT. 

Environment Minister Marion Scrymgour said it was a Labor Government pre-election commitment to build 

and improve on the reserve system – including the commencement of a comprehensive marine planning proc-

ess. 

The Northern Territory Marine Protected Areas (MPA) Advisory Committee met for the first time in March to 

provide input on the development of a draft NT MPA Strategy. Ms Scrymgour said the draft Strategy would 

recognise the significant social, ecological, fishing and economic benefits of establishing Marine Protected Ar-

eas. 

“During this six month period, we will also be developing a public education program to help raise awareness 

of the many potential ecological and economic benefits of Marine Parks– particularly conservation, tourism, 

fisheries and regional employment.” 

Notes from 

Ecotourism 

Australia 

Andy Ralph - Savannah Guides Site Interpreter, 
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Hello,  

            My name is Freia Lee you may remember me from Undara. I am working on an exciting new con-

cept www.outbacklink.com.au. Outbacklink is a website dedicated to providing schools with relevant     in-

formation about their own local environments.   

Schools have changed quiet a bit since we went to school, and so they should. 

The old history, geology and social studies has been replaced with SOSE (Studies of Society and Environ-

ment) a program containing 5 strands 

Time, Continuity and Change 

 Place and Space, 

Culture and Identity, 

Systems, Resources and Power 

The out comes of this type of integrated education is to teach students to think about who they are, where 

they are going and how to achieve a peaceful and sustainable future. 

Where does outbacklink fit in? 

By providing information about their own particular environments, SOSE studies can be directly applied to 

environments which students are already familiar with, making study more relevant and dynamic. 

A better understanding of the environment means students will more readily solve problems which they will 

encounter in the future. 

For this project to achieve its full potential, community input is essential. 

            Cont... 
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A diverse range of information is needed to give a holistic view of the environment, from people like; 

Historians    Environmentalists 

Bird watchers   Weather watchers  

Scientists   Farmers 

GUIDES 

The project needs input from people like you who are out in the environment every day, 

 people who care about the environment and who have the knowledge and vision to take advantage of this ex-

citing new opportunity.  

New guides will benefit 

New guides will be able to access information quickly about the areas that they are working in, adding to the 

professionalism of the Savannah Guides. 

Information stored over time will create a valuable data base for researchers.   

This web site is like a giant sponge, able to store massive amounts of data which is easily retrieved with its 

own search engine.  

Information and images are easy to upload for anyone with a password.  Today I invite you all to become a 

part of this exciting new experience. 

I have created your own username and password Log in and get involved. 

 Your username :  savannah          password :  savannah .  

You can start inputting information straight away, if you are not comfortable with computers, email the arti-

cle/images to me and I will be happy to put the information up for you.  

A CD that has an overview on how it all works is available on request. 

I am looking forward to discuss any ideas you have or to help with any queries. 

“Information, communication and knowledge are at the core of human progress, endeavor and well-being.” 

Come on, share your knowledge and change the world! 

 FreiaFreiaFreiaFreia    

Freialee@hotmail.com 

Ph : 0409788904 
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Sunset at  Undara…  

Undara is an exceptionally well-known tourism attraction in North Queensland. People from all over the 

world are aware of the world-renowned lava tube system. But what few visitors are aware of is the wet sea-

son phenomenon that takes place in a couple of tube sections…. 

Deep in the ‘bowels of the earth’ a gathering begins, first a couple of individuals then thousands upon thou-

sands of  bent-wing, eastern horse shoe & possibly 3 other species of microbats congregate to roost for sev-

eral months over the wet season. During the day they rest en masse, emerging on dark to feast on winged 

insects before returning to the safety of the tube.  

Each bat can eat in ¼ to 1/2 times its own body weight in a feeding session! These sessions are swift (an in-

dividual dares to stay out of the tube for only as long as it takes to eat it’s fill) as they are fraught with dan-

ger – predators in the form of hawks, falcons & kites lurk just outside in the fading light waiting for an easy 

feed. Snakes also wait patiently for a ‘fly by’ feed. There are numerous pythons & ‘night tigers’ climbing 

trees to claim a good position, prepared to make a swoop at any unfortunate bat that comes within striking 

distance. The odds are or their side as even though the bats are amazingly quick, their numbers are massive.  

There are 2 breeding and nursery sites at Undara – Barkers & Wind Tunnel tubes. These are two of only five 

known sites in Australia so clearly are of significance to the survival of the bat populations. Of these two 

sites, only Barkers is accessible for the viewing of this incredible experience. Wind Tunnel is closed of to 

allow the bats to be completely undisturbed.  

The ‘Wildlife at Sunset’ tour departs Undara every afternoon, though the best time for witnessing this 

winged phenomenon is November through to April. There are other aspects to the tour including other wild-

life viewing (and of course the obligatory glass of bubbly whilst high above the surrounding plains watching 

the sun go down – always a welcome experience!) but the bats are an event rarely experienced & never for-

gotten… 

   

Tiger snake with bat 

Bat Emergence 

Tim working hard preparing sunset drinks! 
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G'day to all from Banff, Alberta - Canada! 

My communication skills are quite bad - I got 

the newsletter and realised that I miss SG! Oh 

shucks! But never the less I'm having a ball! 

But in my ventures I've learnt something about 

a very popular flower.....  

The Bougainvillea... 'Romancing the flower' is 

the article. 

Did you know that Louise-Antoine de Bou-

gainville was a true romantic, as passionate 

about the tropics as he was about finding para-

dise? A sea captain, mathematician and ex-

plorer, he lived a life of romance and adventure 

that included defending New France during the 

battle of Quebec in 1759. Bougainville was the 

first Frenchman to circumnavigate the globe and the first ever to do so with a woman on board. In his 1771 

book, Voyage Around the World, he talked of tropical islands where man and women live happily in harmony 

and abundance. It's fitting that one of the Caribbean’s loveliest plants and most romantic symbols, the          

colourful bougainvillea, is named for one of history's great romantics..... So there you go - Did you know that 

about this flower! 

Funnily enough I haven't seen bougainvillea here yet, but I tell ya the tourist season is about to burst here in 

Banff and I'm working for Warner Guiding and Outfitting, which is the biggest tour operator here in Banff. 

I'm very excited about that! All guiding is done on horseback! The wild animals here are slightly bigger then 

ones at home! Bears are waking up and cougars are out in full force! Never walk home alone - don't fear the        

humans it's a pounce of a big cat that will get ya is what I was told! Blyme'  

Anyway best get going! I have a dinner party to cater for!   Cheers to all    Trish (aka Tricky) 

G’day again from Banff, Alberta, Canada!  

Currently I’m enjoying life in one of Canada’s National Parks, Banff National Park. It plays home to heaps of 

animals and dinosaurs, so I’m in my glory! Within the parks live a variety of animals such as squirrels,    

muskrats, deer, mule deer, elk, cougars, Mountain Lions, Coyotes, Wolves and BEARS! AND I SAW A 

MOOSE! I’ve taken on the weather at times and enjoyed hiking through the mountains and around lakes, Dog 

Sledding, Ice-walking and a drive around the areas to see the sites.  

The Average weather in Banff can range from 5’C to -25’C for this time of year, hence the reason I booked a 

trip to Mexico for some sun! The hardest thing to adjust to was definitely the cold!  

Employment was fairly easy to get – I got my first job with Rexall Drugstore as a Cashier. A very easy job, no 

brains needed at all! And then I got my ultimate job at Warner Guiding and Outfitting, which is the Largest 

Horseback riding Organisation in Canada. They have around 200-300 saddle horses and about 80 mules. They 

offer 1-2 & 3 hour fully guided horse rides, 2 to 6 day Wilderness and Backcountry Tours. There are also   

special feature horse back rides, like Mountain Ecosystem, Grizzly Tours and Paws in the wilderness tours. If 

you want more information, please check out the website: www.horseback.com My job is pretty easy, I sell 

boots and hats and book tours and then go riding horses as a backup guide. (which means I ride at the back of 

the line) .Anyway I wish everyone the best for the opening of the season and if it’s starting already good luck!  

Cheers to All   Trish (aka Tricky) 


